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Chapter18
Inflation and Statistics
Inflation is having serious effects on our statistical intelligence sys-
tem. The wide disparity in the rates of increase in different prices
makes price indexes less reliable and more controversial. To illustrate
the phenomenon, this study analyzes the respective merits of the
consumer price index (CPI) and the deflator for personal consump-
tion expenditures (PCE), and explores the reasons for the more rapid
advance in the former. A new treatment of the weights in the CPI is
suggested. The insidious effects of inflation on the use of price/labor
cost ratios as a proxy for profit margins, on the interpretation of
inventory/sales ratios, and on the validity of measures of spendable
weekly earnings are also considered. Since these are only a sample of
the problems that inflation is creating, the need for a major, contin-
uing effort to deal with the matter is stressed.
THENATURE OF THE PROBLEM
Inflationis widely recognized as a major economic problem. Less
widely recognized are the statistical problems inflation has been cre-
ating. Because of inflation we are less certain about where the econ-
omy is going and less certain even about where it has been. Because
inflation not only raises the general price level but raises some prices
very much faster than others, we are less certain about how much
inflation there is. Because sales and incomes are in current dollars,
the uncertainty attaching to our price statistics increases the uncer-
This chapter is reprinted from Essays in Contemporary Problems 1980 © 1980




tamtyabout the real level of sales andincomes.Because inventories
and other assets are often measured in terms of what they originally Td
cost rather than what they are currently worth, and since inflation
makes the date to which the historical cost figures pertain very im-
portant, and since these dates are difficult to keep track of, estimates anc
ofthe real value of inventories arid other assets are subject to wider
margins of uncertainty. Because inflation changes the incentive struc- Foo
ture under which the economy operates—by raising interest rates, Hou
making capital gains and losses a bigger factor in decisions, making
fixed incomes less desirable, increasing the profitability of tax avoid- Me
ance, and opening new channels through which goods and services Entej
are bought and sold—the traditional sources of statistical information Othe
become less complete and less reliable. Allit
Some of these problems have recently become highly visible.
The consumer price index has been attacked for overstating inflation. Large
Theaccounting profession has formally recognized the need to take Rang
accountof inflation in measuring costs and profits. Even the index of Aver
lagging indicators, which rarely gets any attention at all, has been Stan
criticized because some of its components are inflated, whereas aFig
others are deflated. One result of this visibility is that some criticisms bask
are ill-informed and some of the proposed remedies not well-consid- bco
ered.But the problems do need to be aired, and potential solutions
should be explored. Even without solutions we can achieve a better
ur
understandingof the statistics and how they can be interpreted in an
inflationary environment. That is the objective of this chapter. It Obvi
wifi not solve the problem of inflation, but it may illuminate some of mat
its unfortunate consequences. mak
Tabi
PROBLEMSWITH THE PRICE INDEXES the
197
Rapidinflation usually brings with it greater disparity in the rates of in S
advance of different prices. During periods of rough stability in the whe
general price level, some prices go up and some come down but the rose'
divergence as a rule is not very large. Double-digit inflation, on the
COflS
other hand, is characterized by enormous advances in some prices was
and much smaller advances in others. One of the consequences of the fro
divergence is that the actual extent of inflation becomes more diffi- pe
cult to measure, and measurement becomes more affected by the caus
decisions about how to do it. In short, measures of inflation become the
more controversial, that,
Index numbers such as the consumer price index are affected by a.mo
the sample of prices that go into them, by the quantities that are (as s
assumed to be bought at those prices, and by the conceptual frame-





Food and beverages (19)
Housing (45)



































a Figuresin parentheses are percentages of the total cost of the CPI market
basket at December 1979 prices.
bComputed from the all-items figure rather than from the simple arithmetic
mean of the seven group figures.
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Obviously, if all prices went up 10 percent, these things would not
matter. The index would go up 10 percent. It is the variation that
makes them matter, and the more variation, the more they matter.
Table 18-1 makes a simple comparison between 1967-1968, when
the consumer price index was going up at a 4 percent rate, and 1978-
1979, when it went up at an 11 percent rate. In the first period prices
in some of the major expenditure categories rose about 3 percent,
whereas others rose as much as 6 percent. The overall index, which
rose 4 percent, was quite representative, because there was a close
consensus among the seven categories. In 1978-1979 the situation
was very different. The increases were spread across a range running
from 4 percent for apparel to 14 percent for transportation. The 11
percent increase in the overall index was far less representative, be-
cause there was little or no consensus among the price increases in
the seven categories. Similar figures for the intervening years show
that, as a rule, as the overall rate of inflation increased, the variation
among the price increases in the different categories also increased
(as shown in Figure 18-1).
This phenomenon opens the way for criticism of the price indexes.
One of the more elementary lines of commentary that it provokes
focuses upon the areas that are rising fastest and shows what the
In flat/on and Statistics 289










































Figure 18—1.Variability of Price Changes and the Rate of Inflation, the
1967-1979. oth
index would do if they were omitted. Naturally the index then rises
less rapidly. The lower rate is sometimes called the basic or underly-
ing rate of inflation. The consequence of removing prices that are at
the other end of the spectrum, rising least rapidly or declining, is
usually disregarded. Sometimes the argument is more sophisticated,
based on the special circumstances that affect the high-rising prices
or upon the reasons for believing that the measurement of the high-
rising prices is defective. Yet it is curious that the special circum-
stances or the measurement difficulties that are stressed always per-
tain to the high-risers rather than the low-risers. Also, the "special

































Note: The CPI rate is the percentage change between annual averages of the all-items index.
The variability measure is the root-mean-square deviation of the year-to-year percentage
changes in the seven major component indexes from the CPI rate. The seven components
are listed in Table 18—1.
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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thequestion of whether the behavior of those prices affects the
others. If food or energy prices had not risen so fast, would other
prices have risen faster, because money not spent on food or energy
(%) might then have been directed to driving up prices of other goods
20 andservices?
The measurement problems are more fundamental. Those that
have surfaced in recent months mostly pertain to the differences
between the consumer price index and the deflator for personal con-
16 sumptionexpenditures. The latter is derived in the process of con-
structing the estimates of gross national product and represents the
value of consumption expenditures in current prices divided by their
value in constant (1972) prices. There are a very large number of dif-
12 ferencesbetween the two indexes, but perhaps the three most im-
portant are the following:
1. The CPI refers to the urban population (or, alternatively, to
8 urbanwage earners and clerical workers), whereas the PCE covers the
entire population including, of course, the rural and farm population.
The PCE also covers the expenditures of private nonprofit institu-
tions, such as hospitals, universities, and churches.
4 2.The CPI refers to a fixed market basket of goods and services,
determined by a survey of consumer expenditures in 1972-1973.
Hence the movements in the CPI are determined solely by price
changes, not by changes in quantities purchased. The PCE refers to
0 aconstantly changing market basket, determined by what consumers
are buying currently. Hence it is influenced both by changes in prices
and by changes in quantities. Some of the quantity changes may be
index, inresponse to efforts by consumers to buy less of goods that are ris-
t ingrapidly in price and more of goods that have become relatively
cheap, but other shifts in expenditure patterns may reflect changes in
tastes, in the availability of goods, in affluence, or other factors.
3. The CPI treats the cost of owner-occupied housing as an ex-
pense consisting of the net amount spent for new houses in 1972-
rises 1973 by the small fraction of the urban population that bought
?rly- houses then, the amount committed to be spent on mortgage interest
re at payments for these new houses, and the amounts spent by all home- '15 owners for repairs and maintenance, property taxes, and property
insurance. The PCE treats the cost of owner-occupied housing as an
expense to be estimated by the rent that might be paid for such
housing, using the rent index from the CPI for this purpose.
Llm-
iper- The difference in the population coverage of the two indexes
cial means that the PCE is influenced by prices and expenditures that are
res not included in the CPI, notably prices paid by rural families and by
L1
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nonprofitmstitutions. For some purposes, such as deflating total
personal income or disposable income, the broader coverage of the for
PCE is desirable. For other purposes, such as measuring real wages resi
of urban workers, the narrower coverage of the CPI is desirable. The bee
CPI also is available for different areas of the country, while the PCE rise
is not. PCI
The issue of the fixed or changing market basket is complicated. COIl
One argument is that the use in the CPI of quantity weights pertain- cen
ing to 1972-1973, before the sharp increase in oil prices began,
means that cost-saving shifts in fuel consumption and in types of fere
automobiles purchased are not allowed for. The result, so the argu- Tab
ment goes, is that the CPI exaggerates the effective increase in prices,
whereas the PCE, by using current quantity weights, avoids this bias.
In measuring the change in prices between a base period, say 1972, ee,
and the current period, an index using quantity weights pertaining to ao
the base period will usually show a larger increase than an index th using quantity weights pertaining to the current period. That is, the
cost of the base period's market basket will ordinarily increase faster
than the cost of the current period's market basket. Neither index,
e
however, shows the increase in cost of a market basket that is best
adapted to the price situation in each period. The use of base period
SO
quantities generally overestimates this increase, whereas the use of ea current period quantities generally underestimates it.' hat Hence this factor alone tends to give the PCE a downward bias, cula whereas it gives the CPI an upward bias. This tendency, however, two pertains only to comparisons with the base period. Much of the time
eaz these are not the comparisons of interest. Attention is usually fo-
cused on the rate of inflation over short periods, such as a month, or 1 six months, or a year. The base period is not involved (directly), and
it becomes impossible to say, on theoretical grounds, which type of
index will show higher rates of increase. All that is clear, in this case, _!.
is that the PCE does not measure price change alone, since the quan-.
tities change (in an undefined way) as well as the prices, whereas the
CPI measures only the change in prices, because the market basket
stays fixed in all periods. 1972
In any case, the numerous studies that have been made of the
fixed versus changing weights issue have generally shown that the 1975
matter is not of much practical consequence. The PCE provides a 1976
convenient illustration of this, because the Commerce Department
computes an alternative PCE with fixed weights (as of 1972). From 1979
1972 to 1979 the PCE deflator increased by 63.3 percent, the PCE Aven
fixed-weight index by 66.2 percent. The equivalent annual rates over —
theseven-year period are 7.3 percent for the deflator, 7.5 percent The
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otal for the fixed-weight index, hardly a consequential difference. This
the result has a bearing on the argument that the CPI is biased upward
ages because its weights are based upon 1972—1973, before the fuel price
The rise made consumers use less fuel. The same argument applies to the
CE PCE fixed-weight index, which uses 1972 weights. The foregoing
comparison shows that it is an argument over two-tenths of 1 per-
ted. cent per year over the entire seven-year period.
am- In comparisons of the two indexes over shorter intervals the dif-
gan, ferences are often larger, but not always in the same direction, as
of Table 18-2 shows. Since 1976 the fixed-weight index has been rising
ggu- faster, with a difference of eight-tenths of 1 percent during 1979.
vices, Evidently the changing quantities implicit in the PCE deflator have
)laS. beencausing it to show a smaller rate of increase. If this has come
)72, about because the changing market basket has deteriorated in terms
g to of its real worth to consumers, the deflator would be understating
dex the rise in prices. No one has demonstrated whether this is so or
the not.2 The point is worth stressing because in a fixed-weight index
ster the fact that the quantities in the market basket remain the same
lex, provides some assurance that the real worth of the market basket
best also has remained approximately the same.
nod In view of the uncertainty attaching to the propriety of using base
e of year or current year weights, it might be well to return to a solution
that was proposed years ago by Irving Fisher and others, namely cal-
culating both indexes in a comparable manner and averaging the
two indexes. This requires the development of estimates of current
year weights; but since this is already being done in the PCE, it
Table18-2.Rates of Change in Two Price Indexes Based upon Personal
Consumption Expenditures, 1972-1979 (percentage change from same








1972: 4 3.5 3.4 -0_i 3.4
1973: 4 7.5 7.8 0.3 7.6
1974: 4 11.9 12.0 0.1 12.0
1975: 4 6.1 6.5 0.4 6.3
1976: 4 4.8 4.5 -0.3 4.6
1977: 4 5.7 6.1 0.4 5.9
1978: 4 7.6 8.0 0.4 7.8
1979: 4 9.9 10.7 0.8 10.3



















cent aThe weights are for 1972.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.
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wouldnot appear to be an insuperable obstacle for the CPI. Index
numbers are not very sensitive to errors in weights, and this would
be especially true of an average of base-year and current-year
weighted indexes. Since the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) re-
cently began a quarterly survey of consumer expenditures, some ex-
perimentation along these lines may soon prove to be practicable.
The advantages of this type of index have long been recognized in
making place-to-place comparisons of prices, where it is generally
impossible to say whether the quantities purchased in city A are
more appropriate than the quantities purchased in city B in judging
whether prices are higher or lower in A than in B. If the BLS would
compute both indexes currently we would know at least what dif-
ference it makes.
The measurement of housing costs has attracted more attention
and probably. created more misunderstanding than any of the other
issues regarding the CPI and the PCE deflator. A common, but in-
correct, assertion is that in computing the CPI the Bureau of Labor
Statistics assumes that all homeowners buy a new home every
month. The current price of houses does enter into the calcula-
tion, but not in such a ridiculous manner. New houses are treated
like other purchases, such as automobiles or furniture, and the price
enters the index in proportion to the amounts purchased in the
base period, 1972-1973. Approximately 6 percent of homeowners
bought new houses then; the other 94 percent were out of the mar-
ket. The weights applied to house prices are based upon the 6 per-
cent who purchased houses, just as the weights applied to automo-
bile prices are based on the purchases of those who bought autos.
The cost of the existing stock of houses or of autos or of anything
else does not enter into the calculation of what the current price
level is.
Mortgage interest payments are treated in a rather similar manner.
The amount of interest the borrower commits himself to pay at the
time a new mortgage contract is signed is treated as the price, and the
total volume of such new commitments made during the base period
is the weight. The interest payment depends upon the interest rate,
the number of years the mortgage remains outstanding, and the do!-
lar amount of the mortgage (which in turn depends upon the price of
the house and the percentage that is borrowed). It is assumed that
mortgages remain outstanding for about half the term written into
the contract. As a result, the mortgage interest component of the CPI
increases with the current level of mortgage interest rates and also
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d Other costs of homeownership, such as maintenance and repairs,
id property taxes, and insurance are also included in the CPI. In regard
U to these items all homeowners are included, since they all incurred
ear such costs in the base period. Here is where an alternative treatment
of mortgage interest costs presents itself. Since the great majority
1e of homeowners make mortgage interest payments, why should the
current payments not be treated like rents or property taxes or insur-
ally ance? Only the annual interest payment would be included in the
are weight (not the total amount to be paid over the life of the mort-
g gage), but all homeowners who made such payments in the base
period would be included in the weights. The current interest rate
dif- would be an average of the rates on existing mortgages. It would rep-
resent a price previously contracted for but currently in effect, much
ion like the rental on a leased apartment.
her Most economists think house prices are not treated appropriately
in- in the CPI. They regard the purchases of durable goods, such as
bor houses and automobiles, as different from other goods and services,
ery because the product is not consumed in a brief period. What is pur-
ula- chased is a continuing series of services that the durable good will
ted render, and only the cost of what is consumed currently should be
rice jcided 11consumer price index. The rest is an investment, not
the consumption.
iers This is the view taken in the PCE deflator, at least with regard to
bar- houses (not autos or other durables). The current services rendered
er- by owner-occupied houses are measured by the rent that might be
mo- paid for them, and the index of rent that is used is the rent index in
k. theCPI. Hence the price of new houses is not included at all in the
iing PCE, nor are maintenance and repair costs, property taxes, insur-
rice ance, or mortgage interest costs. These items are covered by the rent.
I Thecost of newly constructed houses, however, is included in an-
ner. other component of the national product accounts, namely residen-
the tial construction expenditure, which is a part of gross private domes-
the tic investment. If this were to be treated as an expenditure by or on
iod behalf of consumers, the result would be more nearly comparable
ate, with the CPI (see Table 18—3).
clol- Although the use of rental equivalents has much to be said for it
of conceptually, there are significant questions about the appropriate-
that ness of the CPI rent index for this purpose. it is designed to measure
ito the rents of those who live in rented dwellings, and a large propor-
hpi tionof these are apartments located in the larger cities. The average
ki50 apartment is smaller than the average owner-occupied house, some
unt of them are under rent control, and many are occupied by persons






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Inflation and Statistics 297
Owner-occupiedhouses are generally located in the suburbs and rela-
tively few are offered for rent, so that few owners are aware of what
rent they might pay or obtain for the premises. Hence a large ele-
ment of uncertainty attaches to the assumption in the PCE deflator
(and in the PCE fixed-weight index) that the CPI rent index closely
approximates the equivalent rental cost of owner- occupied dwellings.
Another question about the CPI rent index pertains to its accuracy
as a measure of rents. It is subject to a downward "aging" bias be-
cause rents are collected for identical apartments or houses with no
allowance for the usual deterioration that occurs over time. A study
•of the effect of this, in which census data were used to allow for the
changing quality structure of rented dwellings, showed a very much
larger increase in rents than was recorded by the CPI.3 For the dec-
ade 1950 to 1960, the adjusted rent index rose 49 percent, whereas
the CPI rent index rose 30 percent. For 1960 to 1970 the adjusted
rent index went up 31 percent, whereas the CPI rent index went up
20 percent. If the adjusted index is correct, the CPI rent index may
understate the rate of increase in rents by as much as 1 or 1.5 per-
centage points per year. A more recent study covering 1974-1976
gave a similar result, with the quality-adjusted rent index rising
13.2 percent over the two years, while the CPI rent index rose 11.1
percent.4
In view of these considerations it is not clear whether owner- occu-
pied housing costs are measured more accurately in the PCE deflator
(or the PCE fixed-price index) or in the CPI. The latter has been ris-
ing much more rapidly, as is evident from a comparison of the CPI
rent index (used in both the CPI and the PCE) with the CPI home-
ownership index (Table 18-3), columns 1 and 5). The residential
construction expenditures deflator has been rising more rapidly than
the PCE deflator, so that including this element generally produces a
faster rising index.5 But residential construction expenditures are
small relative to total personal consumption expenditures, so the
effect is not great.
The rapid increase in home purchase prices and the even more
rapid increase in mortgage interest costs provide a striking illustration
of the fixed versus changing weight issue discussed earlier. One of the
economic consequences of credit stringency and the accompanying
rapid rise in mortgage interest rates is to reduce the construction and
sale of new homes. Since summer 1979 new housing starts have de-
dined from an annual rate of 1.8 million to 1.0 million as of March
• 1980. This has no effect on the fixed quantity weights in the CPI, of
course, so the. consequence is that the rising mortgage interest rates
continue to boost the CPI, even though the volume of transactions298 Inflation
towhich they pertain has sharply declined. The use of current Bu weights would produce the opposite effect. The small volume of cur- pricef rent transactions, when applied to the sharply lower level of mort-
gage interest rates in the base period, would minimize the effect of gins f those lower rates on the CPI in that period and hence reduce the rise
in the CPI from the base period to the present. The current weights fecte would be as unrepresentative of the base period as the base period the p weights are of the current period. Here again the merits of the corn- labor
promise solution suggested earlier—using both types of weights— mar
might be considered. were
The questions examined here of course are not the only issues answ
that have arisen concerning the validity of our price indexes. Prob- Fi
lems pertaining to the treatment of quality changes, servicing and (series
repair costs, improvements in efficiency, new products, the disap- so, h
pearance of old products, product changes that are mandated by gov- factu
ernment regulations, and the substitution of income taxes for sales price
taxes are as important as ever.6 Indeed, they are more important in turin
view of the wider use of price indexes in escalating wages and retire- beca
ment benefits. Inflation not only makes price indexes more fallible; cost
it makes errors more costly and raises the price tag on alternative in a
procedures. profi
Th
PROBLEMSWITH OTHER STATISTICS curre
itsho
Price/CostRatio finan
Since price indexes are used to create other statistical measures, figure
uncertainties regarding their validity are passed along to the other the p
measures that they affect. Price/cost ratios are an example. The ratio lost, ai
of the wholesale price index for manufactured goods to the labor
cost per unit of output of manufactured goods served for many years Inv
as a proxy for movements in profit margins. The figures were avail- Anc
able monthly and more promptly than profit margin reports based tion is
upon corporate accounts. Historical studies had traced their behav- to cor
ior back to the 1920s and not only confirmed their close relation to the dc
directly reported profits per dollar of sales but demonstrated their favora
value as a leading indicator in business cycles. The price and cost some
figures, moreover, enabled one to account for the tendency of profit the ral
margins to decline in the later stage of a cyclical expansion: Prices appro
fail to keep up with the sharp advance in costs. In a recession, on the invent
other hand, margins decline initially but then begin to improve as cal qu
costs are cut more sharply than prices. It was also evident that over are lo
the long run, prices and labor costs moved very closely in step. Apart dollar
from business cycles, the ratio followed a horizontal trend. be misIn flat/on and Statistics 299
urrent But this state of affairs began to change in the mid-1960s. The
of cur- price/cost ratio failed to decline as much as the profit margin figures
mort- indicated it should, and in the 1970s the ratio rose rapidly when mar-
ect of gins fell. The proxy was not behaving as a proxy should.
he rise It is still not clear why this happened. Inflation had somehow af-
ieights fected the comparability of the numerator and the denominator of
period the price/cost ratio. Prices appeared to be rising more rapidly than
e corn- labor costs, but the boost that this would normally give to profit
ights— margins did not show up in the profits numbers. Various hypotheses
were looked into to explain it, but none provided a fully satisfactory
issues answer. Nevertheless, a way out was provided by a deflator.
Prob- Figure 18-2 shows the monthly price/cost ratio described above
tg and (series 17) and also a quarterly price/cost ratio that, since 1965 or
disap- so, has behaved in a very different way. Both ratios pertain to manu-
y gov- facturing, but the numerator of the quarterly series is the implicit
r sales price deflator used to convert gross product originating in manufac-
ant in turing from current to constant prices. The denominators differ also
retire- because of the different measures of output used to compute labor
illible; cost per unit of output. The upshot is that the quarterly ratio moves
native in a manner far more consistent with the trend and fluctuations in
profits per dollar of output, also shown in the figure.
The quarterly price/cost ratio for manufacturing is not published
currently, but a similar ratio for the private nonfarm sector is, and
it shows a close relation to the movements in profit margins of non-
financial corporations. It becomes available sooner than the profits
Isures, figures and hence gives an advance clue to the change in profits. But
other the principal advantage of the monthly ratio—timeliness—has been
?ratio lost, a victim of inflation.
labor
years Inventory/SalesRatio
avail- Another kind of ratio that has been significantly affected by infla-
based tion is the inventory/sales ratio. For many years it seemed adequate
)ehav- to compute this ratio by dividing the book value of inventories by
km to the dollar value of sales. A low or declining ratio was interpreted as a
• their favorable sign, indicating that inventories were not unduly burden-
cost some or becoming so. But this interpretation implicitly assumed that rofit the ratio of the two figures, both expressed in dollars, was a good
rices approximation to a ratio computed from the physical quantity of
the inventories on hand and the physical volume of sales. It is the physi-
tve as cal quantities of inventories that need to be replenished when they
paver are low in relation to sales, or disposed of when they are high. The
dollar form of ratio, which is generally the easiest to compute, can









































































































































































































































































































































































































F Inflation and Statistics 301
aremoving differently than the prices involved in the current value
of sales.
Inflationary conditions produce such differences, or rather make
them far more important. When inventories are valued at cost, the
costs are incurred at an earlier date. In the meantime prices have
changed, and the prices in terms of which sales are being made may
be very different, due to the lapse in time, from the prices used to
enter inventories on the books. The appropriate deflator for inven-
tories will be different from the appropriate deflator for sales, and
this means that the ratio of the physical volumes will move differ-
ently from the ratio of the current dollar values. The greater the rate
of inflation, the greater the difference will be.
Other sorts of complications enter as well. Inflation induces corn-
panies to change their system of accounting for inventories, from
first-in-first-out to last-in-first-out, for example, and this changes
the price component of inventories without changing the price com-
ponent of sales. The mix of goods held in inventory differs from the
mix of goods sold, due to different rates of turnover. With wider dif-
ferences in the rate of price change under inflation, the measurement
of prices in inventories and in sales becomes more difficult and gen-
erally less accurate, so that meaningless divergences between the two
price components are more likely to occur. Revisions are likely to be
larger.
Hence inflation causes trouble for the user of inventory/sales
ratios. An illustration is provided in Figure 18—3. Notice that during
the second half of 1973 and early 1974, the ratio based on current
dollar figures remained at a relatively low level, whereas the ratios
based on constant dollar figures began climbing sharply. This was the
beginning of recession, and there was virtually no clue in the current
dollar ratio, which is the one most commonly used, that inventories
were beginning to be a problem. A similar divergence began toward
the end of 1978. By the end of 1979 the constant dollar ratio was
higher than at any time since 1975, whereas the current dollar ratio
was hovering around a very low level. Has inflation again misled
those who use the current dollar ratio as a guide?
RealSpendable Earnings
Between1947 and 1965, according to the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, the spendable weekly earnings of a married worker with three
dependents nearly doubled, rising from $45 to $87. At the same
time, the consumer price index increased about 40 percent. Hence
the married worker with three dependents kept well ahead of infla-






































































































































































































































































































































































































Inflation and Statistics 303
from$67 to $92, leaving him 37 percent ahead of where he was in
1947—in real terms, after taxes. That is a gain of nearly 2 percent
per year during the eighteen years.
Between 1965 and 1979, according to the same statistics, the
spendable weekly earnings of this worker rose from $87 to $195,
more than doubling again. This time, however, the consumer price
index more than doubled too. As a result, the married worker with
three dependents was no better off in 1979 than he was in 1965. His
weekly spendable earnings in 1979 came to $90 in 1967 dollars, not
quite up to the $92 he was making in 1965. Inflation had taken away
all of his gains in money income during the past fourteen years. The
more he got ahead, the more he slipped behind.
If this situation were indeed typical, it would be a sorry state of
affairs. But the Bureau of Labor Statistics is careful to note, in pub-
lishing the numbers, that they apply only to the worker who earns
the average earnings. The hasty reader might think that this means
the average worker; that is, that the average married worker with
three dependents really does earn the average earnings. In fact, how-
ever, the average married worker with three dependents earns far
more than this, and, moreover, his earnings have been going up faster
too. Even after taxes, he is still far better off than the worker who
earns the average earnings.
These statistics, in short, have become one of the most misleading
series published by the federal government. Inflation is at least partly
responsible for their misleading quality.
To see why this is so, consider the following hypothetical exam-
• pie: Joe Smith, a married worker with three dependents, earns $200
a week, working a full-time forty-hour week. Feeling the pinch of
inflation, his wife decides to get a part-time job, and earns $80 for
a twenty.hour week. The family income goes up to $280. But since
two persons are working, the average earnings per worker goes down
• to $140. Furthermore, suppose Joe decides that $280 is not enough
and does some moonlighting weekends with another employer, pick-
ing up $50 a week that way. The family's income is now $330, but
since Joe is now listed on two payrolls and his wife on a third, the
• earnings of three workers are reported, and the average goes down to
$110. Mr. and Mrs. Smith's attempt to beat inflation has made the
average earnings per worker completely unrepresentative. I hesitate
to suggest what would happen to the average if their teenager also
takes on a job.
Fortunately, since this case is somewhat exceptional, and there
• are many married workers who are their family's sole source of sup-
port, the statistics do not behave as disastrously as in the example.304Inflation
Butit happens often enough to affect seriously the overall figures,
and the problem has been getting worse with the rapidly rising num- ings. bers of part-time workers. Their earnings on part-time jobs signifi- time. cantly reduce the average earnings per worker. meti Figure 18-4 gives some evidence. All the figures shown pertain to upp the real after-tax earnings of production and nonsupervisory work-
low€ ers, and all are published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The low-
est curve (4) is the spendable earnings series described before (ex- gene
were pressed at annual rate), which is based upon the average earnings per note worker reported on private nonfarm payrolls arid uses no informa- roun tion about the actual family status of the worker. The other figures
all shown in the chart come from a survey of households that provides
TI
ered
Figure18—4.Four Estimates of Real After-Tax Earnings, Production fami
and Nonsupervisory Workers. be a.
taken
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Fi Sources:1 and 2: Monthly Labor Review (August 1979), table 3, p. 45. Based upon house-
hold survey conducted in March of the following year. 3: Monthly Labor Review, (August ject I
1979), table 4. Includes only full-time, year-round workers. 4: Monthly Labor Review (Oc- mihif
tober 1979), table 20. p. 98. Based upon establishment survey of weekly earnings of all miii workerson private nonagricultural payrolls. Weekly figures are multiplied by fifty-two to
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gures, information on the marital status of the workers as well as their earn-
num- ings. Line 3 refers to the earnings of husbands and includes only full-
ignifi- time, year-round workers. Also, it is a median rather than an arith-
metic mean. In earnings figures the median, which separates the
amto upper half of the number of earners from the lower half, is generally
work- lower than the mean, because the total earnings of the upper half
e low- generally exceed the total earnings of the lower half. Hence if line 3
e (ex- were a mean, as line 4 is, it would be even farther above line 4 (see
gs per note 7). On the other hand, not all husbands have full-time, year-
orma- round jobs, so this tends to lift line 3 as compared with a median for
gures all husbands.
'ovides There are other differences as well between the type of family cov-
ered by lines 3 and 4, since the husband (line 3) may not head up a
family with three dependents, and the married worker (line 4) may
be a wife rather than a husband. The first of these differences is
taken care of by line 2, which pertains to the earnings of husbands
in four-person families in which the husband is the sole earner. This
increases the disparity with line 4. Finally, line 1 covers the earnings
of four- person families in which both the husband and wife are wage
earners. Here the figures pertain to their combined earnings, whereas
the rest of the figures shown on the chart pertain to the earnings of
one person.
Although the data plotted in lines 1, 2, and 3 of the figure are not
precisely comparable with those in line 4, for the reasons indicated,
they are sufficiently comparable to show the scale of the bias in
line 4. Every one of them gives a very different picture of the level
and the trend of real after-tax earnings. In 1977 the earnings re-
ported by husbands exceeded the earnings for married workers with
three dependents by 40 percent. On a weekly basis husbands earned
$238 after taxes, whereas married workers with three dependents
were estimated to have earned $170 (both figures in current dollars).
Either husbands are massively overstating their earnings or the esti-
- matesof married workers' earnings are seriously understated. From
1965 to 1977 the real after-tax earnings of husbands rose 13 per-
cent, whereas the real after- tax earnings of married workers with
I threedependents rose 3 percent. Either husbands are getting to be
bigger liars or the estimates for married workers are seriously under-
stating the growth in earnings of this type of worker.
house- Fromthe nature of the estimates it is clear that the latter are sub-
August jectto a large and increasing downward bias. In 1979 there were 19.7
million employed husbands whose wives were not employed, 1.4
million wives whose husbands were not employed, and 20.1 million
couples where both husband and wife were employed. Two-earner
L306 Inflation
familieshave become the mode. In 1979, of the 97 million persons TabI
employed,17 million or 18 percent were employed part-time. Back
—I
in1965 only 15 percent were employed part-time. Part-timers obvi-
ously do not work as long a work-week as full-timers, and usually
they earn less per hour. Average weekly earnings per worker are re-
duced by this factor, and its effect has been getting bigger.7 Another
______
factoris age. The average married worker with three dependents is Etima
older than the average of all workers, and has more experience, earrii
seniority, training, and skill. Family responsibilities usually are not
undertaken until a certain level of earnings has been attained. For all pay
these reasons the assumption that married workers with three depen- witl
dents earn the average weekly wage of all job holders is ludicrous and Report
has been becoming less and less tenable as inflation impels workers earnil
to supplement their incomes. Other factors have been at work as
well.8 Marr
The Bureau of Labor Statistics has been aware of this situation one3
for some years but nevertheless continued to issue the indefensible
spendable weekly earnings figures every month until December 1981. Sou1:ce
Themore defensible survey data on annual earnings are available ers wit
only once a year and are far out of date by the time they appear.
Since the household survey is in fact conducted monthly (it is the e
source of the unemployment figures), it is obviously practicable to and ty obtain earnings figures from it more promptly. They could be used Tab either to replace or at least to correct the level and trend of the ex- wife f
isting spendable weekly earnings figures. The BLS began in 1979 to weeMs
collect survey data on "usual weekly earnings" every month, but will ageo release only quarterly figures. The first release, covering the four
quarters of 1979, was issued in March 1980 but referred only to
gross earnings for various types of family, not to spendable earnings.
A calculation of spendable earnings from these figures (Table 18-4)
shows the same enormous discrepancy that we have already seen
from the annual earnings data.
_____
TheNational Commission on Employment and Unemployment Before
Statistics has recommended that the BLS develop a spendable earn- In cu
ings series on a quarterly basis from the survey data on usual weekly In 19
earnings and drop the monthly series.9 An alternative, namely to
benchmark the monthly series to another series that is more accu- After ta
ratelydefined, might be considered. One such benchmark is provided
by the 1972-1973 survey of consumer expenditures which is cur-
rently used as the weight base for the consumer price index for urban The m
wage earners and clerical workers. The survey covered income as well percen
as expenditures, reported income after taxes, tabulated wage and sal- familyIn flat/on and Statistics 307
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Full-time wage and salary
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Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, except that the spendable usual weekly
earnings were calculated by the author using the BLS formula for married work-
ers with three dependents.
ary earnings separately from other income, classified families by size
and type, and calculated mean earnings rather than medians.
Table 18-5 shows the 1972—1973 survey figures for husband-and-
wife families with children, from which we have derived average
weekly earnings after taxes. They compare as follows with the aver-










In current dollars $239 $141
In 1967 dollars 185 109
After taxes
In current dollars 202 125
In 1967 dollars 156 96
The monthly series in 1972-1973 was running at a level about 40
percent below the survey figures for approximately the same type of
family. The coverage of course is not identical, since rural and farmw --
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Table 18-5. Spendable Earnings from the Consumer Expenditure Survey, with
19721973.
- diffej
Urban and rural families of m
Husband and wife, with children (number) 28,433,000 to in
Other husband-and-wife families (number) 19,403,000 othei One-parent, single-person, and other families (number) 23,383,000
Total 71 220 000 creas
chan:
Husband-and-wife families, with children: tme
Average family size (number of persons) 4.2
Average age of family head (years) 41
Average family income repo
Annually before taxes ($) 15,192 tioni
Annually after taxes ($) 12,835 feren Effective tax rate (%) 15.5
Average money wages and salaries, civilians profi
Annually, before taxes (current $) 12,420 mad
.Weekly, before taxes (current $) 239 bec' Annually, before taxes (1967 $)a 9,613
Weekly, before taxes (1967 $) 185 ta.nt
Annually, after taxes (current $)b 10,495 In
Weekly, after taxes (current $)b 202
- wen Annually, after taxes (1967 $)5 8,123 --
Weekly,after taxes (1967 $) 156 sibth
their
a Calculated by dividingcurrent dollar figure by the average consumer price low i index(1967 =100)for 1972 and 1973 (129.2).
bEstimatedby applying effective tax rate on total income to money wages and
salaries. NOT
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Expenditure Survey: Inte-
grated Diary and Interview Survey Data, 1972- 73, Bulletin 1992, table 10. 1.
only
families are included in the survey as well as families with more or 2th
fewer children, and the survey covers government employees, super- the s
visory, and self-employed individuals. No doubt it would be possible
to derive more nearly comparable tabulations from the survey data, good
covering urban residents only and omitting professionals and mana- of pc
gers and the self-employed, and hence obtain a better benchmark for the fi
the monthly series. This would correct its level, which is one of its thirt
major deficiencies. To correct the trend would require additional price
benchmarks. Perhaps the recently started quarterly survey of con-
sumer expenditures will provide earnings data for this purpose. whici
beef
- . the!
We have by no means exhausted the subject of the effect of mfla- weigl
tion on our statistical intelligence system. Inflation has produced the lam f
anomaly of a trade balance that is in deficit when expressed in cur- 126.
rent dollars but in surplus when expressed in constant dollars. Infla- equa
tion has produced confusing differences in the behavior of measures the
of output that are derived from physical quantity data as compared large
_____
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'ey, with those derived by adjusting value data for price changes. These
differences, in turn, have produced uncertainty about the accuracy
of measures of productivity.'0 Inflation has made it more difficult
3 000 to interpret the unemployment rate by forcing many who would not
3,000 otherwise be in the labor market to seek jobs. Their actions have in-
3,000 creased both the number employed and the number unemployed and
0,000 changed the nature of unemployment, since more re seeking part-
time or temporary jobs.
4.2 Inflation has made an enormous difference in the level of profits
reported to stockholders and the level of profits reported in the na-
5,192 tional accounts. Inflation has increased the divergence between dif-
t2,835 ferent measures of the money supply, because it has changed the
1 profitability of holding various types of "money." Inflation has
2,420 made it more difficult to measure the nominal level of interest rates
9 (because of the wider spread among different rates) and more impor-
185 tant to measure the "real" level of interest rates.
0,495 Inflation is a number one statistical problem. Now more than ever
8 we need a watchdog commission or agency with a continuing respon-
156 sibiity to uncover perplexing discrepancies in economic data, explain
theirsignificance to users of statistics, recommend solutions, and fol-




1. A hypothetical example may clarify this point. Suppose a family buys
only two commodities, beef and chicken, paying two dollars a pound for beef
and one dollar for chicken, and buys a ten pounds of each in period 1. In period re or 2 the price of beef goes to three dollars whereas the price of chicken remains
uper- the same, and the family decides that in the new circumstances it would be just
;sible as well off as before by buying somewhat less beef (say, eight pounds) and a
data, good deal more chicken (say, fifteen pouhds). The increase in the total number
iana- of pounds of meat purchased (from twenty to twenty-three) compensates for
k for the fact that the mix is a less desirable one. The family's expenditures rise from
? its thirty dollars in period 1 to thirty-nine dollars in period 2. How much have
lonal prices increased?
• con- Using the CPI method, prices in period 2 are weighted by period 1 weights, in
which case the bill in period 2 would come to forty dollars (thirty dollars for
beef and ten dollars for chicken). The CPI index would be 40/30 or 133. Using
lnfla- the PCE deflator method, prices in period 1 would be weighted by period 2
th weights, and the biLl in period 1 would come to thirty-one dollars (sixteen dol-
e lan for beef and fifteen dollars for chicken). The PCE index would be 39/31 or
cur- 126. Since we have assumed the family in fact adjusted its purchases so as to feel
r,fla- equally well off in the two periods, the true cost of living index is measured by
ures the actual change in what they spent, namely 39/30 or 130. The CPI shows a
pared larger increase than this, the PCE a smaller increase.310 In//ation -ru"
Note that we have simplified the example by assuming that the family bought 10.
a market basket of equal worth in both periods. Actual expenditures can, of ruary 1
course, change in other ways, in which case the true cost-of-living index cot- tics" c
respondingto the basket purchased in period 1 may differ from that correspond. gu 19
ing to the basket purchased in period 2. If the latter index exceeds the former, dustry
the PCE might exceed the CPI. Statistb
2. In addition to the two indexes shown in Table 18-2, the Commerce De- Nation
partment also constructs a PCE chain-price index, which holds the quantity
weights constant between adjacent quarters.
3. Rafael Rom Weston, "The Quality of Housing in the United States,
1929-1970," Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University, 1972.
4. James R. Follain and Stephen Malpezzi, Dissecting Housing Value and
Rent: Estimates of Hedonic Indexes for Thirty-Nine Large SMSA 's, Report
249-17 (Washington, D.C.: Urban Institute, 1979), tables 20 and 21.
5. In 1979 it produced a slightly less rapidly rising index (compare columns
7 and 9 of Table 18— 3). This illustrates one of the anomalies of deflators, due to
the changing weights. The real volume of residential construction expenditures
declined during 1979, so that despite the fact that construction costs rose more
rapidly than the PCE deflator, the combined deflator rose less rapidly. With
changing quantity weights an index can rise less rapidly (or more rapidly) than
any of its components—a possibility that surely would create credibility prob-
lems.
6. For an illuminating review of these issues, see Jack E. Triplett, "The
Measurement of Inflation: A Survey of Research on the Accuracy of Price In-
dexes," in Paul H. Earl, ed., Analysis of Inflation (Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath,
1975).
7. The effect can be shown by the following calculation based upon the
"usual weekly earnings" reported in the Current Population Survey in May of
each year. In May 1978 the median weekly earnings of 12,473,000 part-time
workers was $61. The median for 53,775,000 full-time workers was $195. The
mean earnings for each group are not reported but can be calculated approxi-
mately from the distributions by amount of earnings. They are $75 and $265
respectively. The mean for both groups combined is $229. This calculation not
only shows the effect of averaging part- timers with full- timers but also the dif-
ference between means and medians. The median full-time earnings ($195) is
26 percent lower than the mean ($265). For the basic data see Janice Hedges
and Earl Mellor, "Weekly and Hourly Earnings of U.S. Workers, 1967-1978,"
Monthly Labor Review (August 1979): 32-34.
8. The other factors include the entrance into the labor force of the "baby
boom" generation of the late 1940s and 1950s and of women pursuing career
opportunities. See Paul M. Ryscavage, "Two Divergent Measures of Purchasing
Power," Monthly Labor Review (August 1979).
9. National Commission on Employment and Unemployment Statistics,
Counting the Labor Force (Washington, D.C., 1979), pp. 206-208. The BLS
did discontinue the monthly series after December 1981. See Paul O Flaim,
"The Spendable Earnings Series: Has It Outlived Its Usefulness?" Monthly
Labor Review (January 1982).
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bought 10. See L. J. Fulco, "Productivity Reports," Monthly Labor Review (Feb.
can, of ruary 1979): 43; George Terborgh, "A Quizzical Look at Productivity Statis-
ex cor- tics," Capital Goods Review of the Machinery and Allied Products Institute (Au-
spond. gust 1979); and Joel Popkin, "A Comparison of BEA and FRB Measures of In-
oriner, dustry Output," in National Research Council Panel to Review Productivity
Statistics, Measurement and Interpretation of Productivity (Washington, D.C.:
ce De- National Academy of Sciences, 1979).
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